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Our company utilizes cookies while implementing the works to be offered to you.
https://www.boraborabutikhotel.com/ When you visit our web-site, you admit our cookies to be placed in your
device which is required for its proper functioning.
What is cookies?
Cookies are small electronic files attached to your device when you visit our web site. The cookies are widely
used in the virtual world and because the web browsers are identified with a pre-approval stage, during your
visit, these cookies help your device and reminds the relevant language, settings and such information.
The types of Cookies;
In a general sense, the reasons we use cookies are as follows:
Type of
Cookie

Explanation

Session

Session cookies are effective during your internet site visit and they continue their activation until the

Cookies

browser is turned off.

Permanent

These cookies are kept in your browser and keep their effectiveness until their expiration date or until

Cookies

they are deleted by you.

Mandatory

These cookies are the ones whose usage is mandatory in order to make you utilize the services and

Cookies

qualifications offered by the web-site and for the internet site to function properly.
These cookies include the data about how you use the web-site and these are used for the purposes

Functional

of optimization according to reply the requests of the web-site, the effective utilization of the web-site

and Analytic and to remind your choices. Because of their qualifications, these cookies can include your personal
cookies
data. For example, saving your language choice while you are viewing the web-site are the functional
cookies.
Follow up cookies are the primary and third party cookies which are composed during your visits of
the domain names belonging to third parties and our web-site. These cookies enable the follow up of
Follow up

your visiting and clicking history of the domain names and matching of these records on different

Cookies

domain names. These types of cookies are used to identify the users and to profile them, for the
advertising and promotion targets and to privatize the content. These cookies will not be used to
identify your identity information or to make decisions on your private self.

 Saving the user experiences and choices in the web-sites to personalize their next visits accordingly.
 To improve your experience of visiting our web-site.
 To perform product and service promotion studies according to your interests.
 To privatize our web-site according to your choices.
 To enhance the web-site performance
We don’t keep the private information of the users in any of our cookies. Please don’t forget that, if you don’t
structure your browser, you will approve the cookies provided by this web-site.
Types of Cookies
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To turn off the cookies;
For Chrome users; you can use the ‘Settings/Privacy/Content Settings/Turn off Cookies Usage’ option.
For Internet Explorer users; you can use ‘Options/Internet Settings/Privacy/Settings’ option.
For Firefox users; you can use ‘Tools/Options/Privacy/Cookies Approval Method/Until Firefox is turned off’
option.
For Safari users; you can use “Options/Privacy Element/ Web Site Data/ Choose one or more web sites/Delete all’
option
Our warning regarding the policy changes
In case the content of this policy changes or updates take place, we will put these on our web-sites in order to
provide transparency to our users and to inform our users about how we collect the data and for what purposes we
use them.

